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Science has been rightly called the most powerful force moving in the .

modern world. As ? method of inquiry, it is man's most reliable source of

knowledge about his environment and himself . Experimental in temper and

scornful alike of both sacred tradition and temperal authority, it has

moved triumphantly during the past four and a half centuries from conquest

to conquest . Beginning its revolutionary career in the sphere of astronomy,

it has left its mark on every field of thought . It has penetrated to some

degree, though by no means equally, all departments of life and overthrown

countless ideas and customs hallowed by time . Pointedly, the modern

application of scientific acumen can lead to the effective implementation

of legislated change in all spheres of human endeavor, and especially in

education .

In this paper attention will be given to the science of managed change

and how this technique can be applied to educational situations . Attention

also will be given to current educational problems to which this science of

change should be applied .

SCIENCE OF PLANNED CHANGE

Concepts of Change

What do we mean by "Change"? Funk and Wagnalls Standard Dictionary of

the English Language defines change as a "cause to vary or become different

in appearance, form or nature" which implies to make other than the way it

was through transforming, transposing, converting or altering . Change

distinctly denotes the making of a thing into something other than what it

has been in some degree .

There are a variety of changes which may take place in a dynamic society .

Some of these may be short or long term, spontaneous or planned, controlled

or uncontrolled, and may take place in an individual, group, institution,

community, state, nation or continent . For example, a sudden earthquake



may violently alter temporarily or permanently the behavioral characteristics

of an individual . The passirg of time mcidifies the strata of the earth and

creates an evolution in animal and plant life that relates to changing

environmental conditions . Man, for certain specific reasons, can and does

consciously induce change in people, institutions and his physical environ-

ment .

Mankind, throughout the ages, has been cognizant of the importance of

understanding and guiding changes which •.fill affect his well being . The

philosophers of ancient Greece and the sages of India and China sought

tirelessly to prescribe practical solutions to the preparation for and

the guiding of changes whici mankind would eventually encounter . During

the Dark Ages man sought preparation for and technique to cause changes

through theological, rather philosophical or scientific means . Modern

man has recogni2:ed that this problem requires the same scientific approach

he uses to effectuate other desirable aspects of his life and has come up

with what is called "legislated, managed or planned change ."

This type of change "orignates in a decision to make a deliberate

effort to improve a system and to obtain the help of an outside agent in

making this improvement ." This approacli requires the'definite identification

and isolation of the problem, proceeds through a series of activities directed

toward finding solution to the problem, and ends with the diffusion of the

solution on the target population . In other words, -where a deliberate

attempt is made to change a situation, the course of this change can be

charted, analyzed, evaluated and stabilized .

Change Agent and Client System

In a managed change process an outside agent is usually involved which

is referred to as a "change agent" and the population with which it works

is called a "client system."
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The change agent may be a rractitiorer who is able to open up channels

of communications that were previously closed between two persons, or a

highly organized professional organization working with a large industrial

complex on changes in personnel organization in order to increase production

and profits . A change agcnt may be an individual or group of individuals

and the client systera may be an individual, small group, institution,

organization or community . A professional change agent may be a teacher,

psychiatrist, psychologist, social worker, human relation expert, marriage

counselor, public administration consultant, community-council organizer,

university, etc . depending upon the type of client system in which a change

is being induced .

Stages of Planned Change

It Is generally recognized that managed change proceeds through several

distinct stages from beginning to end . In 1951, Kurt :;Lewin suggested a

three-phase change cycle consisting of'(1) unfreezing of present situation,

(2) moving to a new condition, and (3) refreezing or stabilizing the

changed situation .

Lippitt, et . al . several years later enlarged this cycle to a five-

step process encompassing : (1) the development of a need for change

(unfreezing), (2) establishment of a change relationship, (3) working

toward change (moving):; (4) generalization and stabilization of change

(freezing), and (5) achieving terminal relationship .

Daniel H . Jenkins identified four general steps which must be taken

if the desired change is to be effectuated in a client system, and he

classified these as : (1) analyzing the present situation, (2) determining

the changes which are required, (3) making the changes indicated by the

analysis of the situation, and (4) stabilizing the new situation so that

it will be maintained .
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Whether the planned change urocess is recognized Ps one having three,

four, or five stages,, the basic ingredients of this process are : (1) the

recognization of the need for change, (2) applying an appropriate treatment

to the situation to cause the change and (3) stabilizing the results of

change . This paper will focus on these areas of "planned change ."

Recognization of the Need for Change

The initial step of a managed change in a client system is the exami-

nation of the present state of affairs . This may be done by the change

agent through some type of survey or by a self-study conducted formally or

informally by client system . There must be an identification and isolation

of the problems of client system so a managed change can be planned and

executed.

Two of the key questions which should be asked during this analysis

are : (1) "What are the sources of difficulty?" and (2) "What are the

forces preventing the changes from occuring?" One must recognize that

there are usually present in each client system two types of forces which

are referred to as "driving or changing forces" and "restraining forces ."

The former are those which tend to initiate a change and keep it going

while the latter only prevent or retard movement toward change .

Jenkins in his illustration of engineering a change from teacher-

centered method of teaching to teacher-pupil planning method in a school

setting cited the following examples of possible driving and restraining

forces present in an educational client system :

Driving forces : (a) a generally progressive philosophy
of education may be accepted by a large number of
teachers ; (b) the teachers want to train students in
the ways of living as citizens in a democracy ; (c) the
pupils desire some freedom in making decisions .

Restraining forces : (a) many teachers lack training
and skill in methods of planning cooperatively with
pupils ; (b) learning the present methods and experi-

t ;



menting with the "unknown" makes teachers like anyone
else, feel insecure ; '(c) criticism may be directed
against the school by the more conservative parents ;
(d) pupils have, little skill ir. planning together .

J . Lloyd Trump concluded that the following restraining forces exist

in educational institutions and shout. be carefully appraised when ini-

tiating educational changes :

Teachers feel deep emotional attachment to their
personal responsibility for pupils' learning out-
comes . Thus ; they hesitate to allow instructional
technology, teacher assistants or other teachers
to come between them and their students . . .

Training and habit accustom teachers to certain
patterns of teaching and evaluating, so they hesitate
to change their methods, or the size of student groups
they confront, for fear of personal "inadequacy" or, . . .
the fear that their students may learn less . . .

Some teachers are psychologically reinforced by
security of the self-contained classroom. . .

Teachers bear heavy work loads . . . Those who propose
change must not add to this work load if they expect
sustained interest on the part of teachers . . .

Parents and their children feel reasonably secure in
today's schools . Parents understand most school
practices since those practices have remained quite
constant . . .

Taxpayers are interested only in tax reduction . . .
They tend to resist educational change because
their experience is that changes cost additional
money .

It goes without saying that one must also recognize in a scholastic

client system that the acjninistrator can be either a driving force and/or

a restraining force . School administrators generally are anxious to

present to the public a smoothly run organization which has come about

by systematizing and stabilizing as much of their jobs as possible .

Therefore, they may be hesitant to initiate or support changes which will

dF" ge this image regardless of how worthy they may be . In such cases,

the administrators serve as restraining forces . However, some administrators
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may be pointedly interested in changes which will improve their image

and will use their influence to get these implemented in which case they

become driving forces .

In addition to driving and restraining forces in a client system,

there may be present the third force, which is referred to as interference .

This is not an opposing force, but a competing one . The client system

would like to make the change, but there is present something which is

more important . For example, a• proposal to build a new school was defeated,

not because of opposition to the need for the school, but because of the

need for an expressway between the inner city and suburbia for commuting

workers was more pressing . Lippitt, et . al . stated, "Interference is

most likely to be a problem in cases where the client system has inadequate

time, money, or energy ."

All types of forces in a client system must be catalogued and examined

in terms of their magnitude and classification so appropriate action can

be selected to bring about the desired change . This action may be the

increasing of driving forces, or the decreasing of the restraining forces,

or both .

A client system may determine the need for planned change in one of

several ways . An individual who is in physical pain seeks a physician,

a change agent, to cause a change in his feelings . A corporation whose

production efficiency is far below a competitive concern may be forced to

employ an unbiased time and motion organization to improve its operation

in order to remain in business . A school system may be dissatisfied with

the adaptability of the curriculum of its schools to the employment needs

of its young population and, as a consequence, may seek advice from local

employers concerning the educational needs of their employees . A university

located in an economically depressed area of a city, upon recognizing the

11



the local population . A school system may

case, a local church group to maize contact with parents concerning the

out-of-school behavior of its students .

The need for change may originate with the client system, or may be

recognized by an outside agency, or may be stimulated by the third agent .

Nevertheless, the need for change arises out of some kind of difficulty

in which the client system finds itself and this difficulty must be

recognized and identified .

Some Difficulties of a Client System

It must remembered, too, that the need for change in a client system

may be due to : (1) a faulty power structure, (2) improper use of internal

energy, (3) ineffective communication system, and (4+) improper relation-

ship of client system with environment . These are by no means the only

sources of difficulty in a client system, but probably are by far the

ones which appear most frequently .

The base of power may be so structured that the concentration of

power is at one or two centers and no avenues are provided for input of

authority at other points . A change agent probably could activate a

change which would create a broauer base of authority in terms of

representation and remove this difficulty. For example, this appears

to be one of the great difficulties of ;he 5_7 .7, :'--sic ; schools i 1) Qa'r . The

authority for running these schools is usually vested in a remote place

with very little input from the local level .

The non-productive use of energies of sub-parts of a client system

such as the displacement of energies in irrevelent activities and the

investment of energies in negative producing efforts can create confusion

and conflict . A good example of this is the great dissatisfaction, found

8

inability of residents of the area to succeed in school, may establish

skill development centers to effectuate changes in the study habits of

ask a change agent, &n this
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among teachers, due to the many perfunctory activities in which they must

engage that do not relate directly to the learning process in children,

e .g . selling and collecting tickets at - football games, collecting lunch

money, and filling out a multitude of forms . Educational sjstems are

beginning to vitness teachers seeking change agents, such as organized

labor and professional organizations to help alleviate this difficulty .

Many times a sub-part of a client system is fully aware of its

difficulty, but the client system itself may riot possess the machinery

or techniques for the sub-part to make its wishes knolm to all parts of

the client system . Even though its intentions are probably good, they

cannot be communicated effectively because of ineffective communication

techniques of client system . Sometimes, inefficiency in upward and

downward communication in a hierarchical organization is the key to

problems .

The relationship between the client system and its environment

must be realistic, if the system wishes to avoid difficulty . Often there

exists a discrepancy between the environment, as it really exists and as

it is perceived by the client system, or vice versa . If the client system

isolates itself from its environment and is incapable of or refuses to

understand messages coming from its environment, or vice versa, there

is a need for a change . I believe most layman would agree that higher

education in America today is faced with this dilema . It is in this

context that one also must keep in mind the fact that anxiety, frustration

and feelings of insecurity in client system will be sources of difficulty,

and that these deterent forces must be dealt with positively .

Establishing A Relationship

When establishing a relationship between the change agent and the

client system, special effort must be put forth to see to it that this

1()
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relationship is a healthy one and that it 11 .as the necessary ingredients

for success . Tt makes no difference what type of change agent is to

be used; initially, the client system must demonstrate its readiness to

establish -a rapport with such rr change agent, and must have the feeling

that. the agent has the necessary relevancy and competency to cause

desired chance . The change agent cannot expect to force its wishes on

the client sy :;tem and c ;:pect e. welcome reception . Neither can the

client system expect the change agent to be responsible totally for

the change . There must be mutual respect and acceptance by both parties,

if the change is to mn.teriali!~e .

The initial contact of change agent with the client system should

be a wholesome one, and it must convey the idea. that the agent's motives

are meritorious . All questions concerning why the change agent wants

to help must be answered positively and clearly . The change agent

should attempt to introduce changes under positive conditions and try

to avoid early failures . A realistic time schedule should be established

which will provide ample time for the desired change to take place .

From the outset, the change agent must be aware of the fact that

there may t a particular individual or a group of individuals within

the client system, because of vested interest and the threat which pro-

posed change will cause-, who will serve to destroy the relationship between

the agent and the client system .

The relationship between the change agent and the administrator in

an educational client system should be one which will promote desired

change . Taylor speaks to this subject by saying that the administrator

plays a major role in producing constructive change . He establishes

a positive climate for change without which a model would not be able

to operate . The administrator, while effective in establishing a climate

11
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favorable to changr, should not take. Lhe role of a change ^gent . !then

the administrator tries to move in and out. of the role of r. change a ;;ent,

it results in role conflict . Cbontc agents may be from inside or outside

the system, but should be someone other than the administrator .

1 •?orking Toward Change

After a successful relationship has been established between the

change agent and client system, the change agent proceeds to the next

step of the planned change process . Lippitt, et . al . refer to this

next step as the 'moving step" with three facets .

1. The clarification or diagnosis of client and
system's problems .

2. The examination of alternative routes and
goals ; establishing goals and intentions of
action .

The transoformation of intentions into actual
change efforts .

In order to clarify or diagnose the client system's problem adequately,

data must be collected and compiled concerning client system . These data

may be collected by change agent, outside groups or client system through

testing, observations, interviews, questionnaires, outside informants,

etc . The important elements in this process are objectivity, relia~il :~.t^,

and validity, with special attention given to the accuracy and relevancy

of the information to the desired change .

The change agent may diagnose collected information independently

or cooperatively with client system and/or in cooperation with other

agents or client systems . Regardless of the approach used, the change

agent must not proceed on assumptions based on generalities . Such

assumptions may encourage change agent to cut short its work and move

rapidly in areas of active chane efforts which may prove fatal to its

process .

I ',
.
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Once the information concerning the client system in) r, been collected

and analyzed, the machinery for actually mel:int; the chnnge must be set

in motion . Oftentimes change models are used as the working force in

the planned change process . Bob L . Taylor reports of three types of

charge models which may be used for the introduction of innovations

in a client system. These are as follows :

First, social interaction type that introduces in-
novations to a population i'hose reeds are determinedd
by the initiator . If the receiver reacts positively
to the innovation, this starts rt series of stages
of acceptance or rejection . . .

Second, the research, development and diffusion type
of model concentrates on changes from the perspec-
tive of the originator of an innovation who formu-
lated his original problem on the basis of recei-
ver needs . . . The initiative . . . is taken by those
other than the receiver who remains passive .

Third . . . the problem-solver types of model is
directed toward the involver.ant of the receiver
in solving his own problem .

Although the receiver may be able to create or
find suitable solutions to his problem by himself,
problem-solver models are primarily concerned with
those cases in which outside resources are utilized .

The change agent may divide sub-parts of client system into "buzz"

groups and allow each to suggest changes in the areas of identified

problem . . Once these are collected rind tabulated, the results are

presented to entire client uystem for consideration to refine, reject

or accept . This type of involvement en .:ourages self improvement .

Systematically, the change agent. may canvass the field to see what

techniques have been used in other client systems to solve similar

problems, and may find it feasible to t.rar.splant a successful technique

to an involved client system . i-lhntever techniques or course of action

is taken, it is the change agent's responsibility to mobilize the acumen,

personnel and whatever else is needed to do the job . The success of
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a change agent is measured b1 the ::ay in which Itz I:lanz and intentions

are transformed into st•'u l a.chieverertz-

An ieportant aspect of r..anaged charge Is tfre peermarerc r of chzrgez

caused by such a syst-s., #tatty titles charge::,

	

c : t.er Xrzch

effort, cease to exist after the chance agent has veer. rived, 'Abere-

fore, It becaESes izperati;e that the managed charke proce :s stabilizes

whatever changes occur after the terrdnction of charge agent relatior-

ship. Many times this can be done If the changes are sufficiently

pnolicized and others see the need to adopt them In their client systems,

For exar ple, if a school system found others adopting an Innovative

approach it tried to i prove the reading skills of Its udents, this

will encourage the continuation of Use practice in the Innovating

client system.

J . Floyd Tra=p In his article entitled "Ex Ingredients of Charge"

prescribed ten zpecific elements regnfred in a carefully planned change

in an edscational client systese . Of these, -:ix-

	

-Eh --.;'--1iC

relations, ctrih as preparing and distributing brochures, i ting Beeches

by knowledgeable pee, giving d nstratiors by teachers •-rd ziud -- z

using rant nadla, issuing atx~~~.ry report of changes, and keeping staff

-rs Worn--d.

' °ver px ible, all planned cringes mho d be evaluated in terms

of tbt results sc ht and attained . If a change was initiated to inprove

the efficiency of scrething, then so sfats of evaltat ion should be

included in the plan to see If this bappvned . Suppose a prod
learning course ss:s initiated to prepare persons for =zr~Fr; in pl -bing

which was designed to relieve the sttortase of --u 1 ified pltth-re . Tro-

duds of this syxtea s o%AA be recuaired to take licensing ext r tiaas

to see if then po less the skills of vulific-d plur±ers, and the nt Ser

t
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Relationship Between Change Agent and Client System

BRL, a professional-commercial cooperation that was a pioneer in

producing programmed textbooks, has been contracted by the school board

to run an entire elementary school for a period of three years . BRL

pays the salaries of all teachers, custodians, and secretaries, and is

also responsible for the cost of insurance premiums, laundry, utilities

and educational supplies . It will receive 2400 for each pupil if the

experiment is successful, but it must refund the school board all funds

if project proves unsuccessful .

Recognization of Need for Change

Traditional public education has failed in the inner-city Banneker

Elementary School . Questions such as "Why hasn't this school done a

better job?" and "Why do its students go backward rather than forward

with every additional year in school?" have been posed . These queries

warrant answers and they can only be found in change .

Characteristics of Client System

1 . The school ranks 31st among the city's 33 elementary
schools in reading and mathematics achievement .

2 . Fourth graders scored 3 .1 on IQ and basic-skills
national tests .

3 . Sixth graders scored 4 .75 on h. and basic-skills
national tests .

Driving Forces

1. Dr . Gordon L . McAndrew, Superintendent of Schools,
wants to try innovative techniques to find solu-
tions to problems in the schools .

2 . BRL's performance oriented contract .

3 . Students enjoy the program .

4 . Parents are very much interested in program .
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of persons produced by the system should be compared with other training

programs in plumbing . If the results of this kind of evaluation are

positive, they will stabilize the change and insure its permanency .

Terminal Relationship

After the change agent has diagnosed, caused, evaluated and

stabilized the desired change in client system, it must have, a technique

of departing which will not interrupt effected change . It is desirable

that the change agent n :-)t allow the client system to rely totally upon

it during the change process . It should attempt to build into the

permanent structure of client system a substitute for change agent

which will continue the work of change agent after its departure .

However, this does not mean no relationship should ever exists between

the two after the termination of active change efforts . This would

depend upon how well the internal substitute had developed and the need

of client system for continued external support . Sometimes this support

may be dispensed through occasional consultation or ex ami nation.

AN . T YSIS OE . MANAGED, CHANGE Iii AIL FDWATTONAT . SFTTTNG,

An excellent example of a planned change in the educational arena

was cited in the June 15, 1971 issue of Look Magazine . This situation

is analyzed below, according to characteristics of planned change pre-

viously discussed in this paper .

Client System

Banneker Elementary School
Gary, Indiana
Student Population 300

Change Agent

Behavioral Research Laboratories, Inc .
Palo Alto, California

1,i



Restraining Forces

Gary Teachers Union Complains About

5 .

1 .

Working Toward Change

To make a change in the client system the change agent is breaking

from traditional educational methodology. Changes initiated by the

change agent to effectuate changes in the achievement of learners in

client system are as follows :

1 . The school is considered a curriculum center .

2 . Instead of teachers, the staff consists of curri-
culum managers with advanced degrees, assistant
curriculum managers who are certified teachers
and neighborhood mothers who serve as learning
supervisors .

3 . There are no grades or classes in traditional
sense .

4. Children are tested in mathematics and reading
ability and then grouped in class-size units
that change regularly according to student's
need and ability .

The teacher-pupil ratio

2 . The use of neighborhood women as aids in place of
teachers .

Additional complaints c~_-ntered around the State Superin-
tendent's cutting off aid to t:ze school and the dehumani-
zing aspects of the program .

Students are constantly reshuffled and each
has an individualized schedule .

6 . Programed teaching materials constitute
the heart of the curriculum .

Evaluation

Students are tested continously to measure their achievement and

programmed materials are revised as need arises .

Terminal Relationship of Change went

Under terms of its contract BRL must turn over operation of

program to Gary if it proves successful .

1
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Stabilization

The program is discussed in a national, •.!ceklY pericdicr? which

gives it wide circulation . Probably because of this publicity other

school systems with similar problems will adopt system, and by so

doing this will help to stabilize the process flourishing in the Gary

School System .

AREAS OF HEEDED EDUCATIONAL CHANGE

Edmund W . Gordon makes some very potent statements concerning

educational reform in an article entitled "Decentralization and

Educational Reform ." Gordon asserts that decentralization and educational

reform can be effective only when four pivotal conditions are met . The

conditions are the following :

1 . The schools must become accountable to the families
and the communities served for the extent to which
all children achieve specified educational goals .

2 . A shift must be made in the assignment of respon-
sibility for success or failure in learning from
total weight on the shoulders of the learner to
the majority of the weight on the teacher and
the school .

3 . The educational experience must be made more
intellectually, emotionally and socially relevant
to the main currents of the child's life .

4 . There must be some measure of economic, ethnic,
racial and social integration .

Gordon concludes that a central condition for meaningful educa-

tional reform in urban public education is that power be established

to hold the schools accountable for what they do or fail to do for

the children .

In addition to relevancy, accountability, racial integration, and

the guaranteed performance mentioned by Gordon, I wcalcO like to mention

two other aspects of educational reform . They are as follows :

1 ,'
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1 . There must be an outreach recruiting system for
individual students who lack self-initiative .
??hen one is trying to reach persons who do not
possess self-motivation which is coupled with
anti-establishment behavior, other techniques
must be employed .

2. Persons who possess desired performance-based
credentials and who work in educational programs
for the disadvantaged should receive more pay,
e .g . "combat pay," for their services than those
doing similar work in advantaged suburban
situations .

There exists a need for change in the scheme of the educational

enterprise in America . It is evident that institutions of higher learn-

ing can play pivital roles in the enactment of such change . However,

if they are to be harbingers of change, they must reflect the spirit

of the times . They must, at the outset, consider all members of the

community at-large human beings of equal standing . They must revolu-

tionize their curricula and they must become more selective about the

type of personnel they channel into teacher training programs . It is

the responsibility of institutions of higher learning to instill in

prospective teachers the idea that there is merit in being a flexible

individual when one considers the serious business of teaching as a

life's profession .

There is a concomitant relationship between an institution of

higher learning and the system it serves . This relationship can be a

positive one when the institution is sincere in helping to raise the lot

of its client community . Once there has been a synthesis of opinion

on the part of both change agent and. the client community, good things

will result . Thus, there will be a moving force that is distinguisable

and, as a result, cognitive mobility will be beneficial and binding

to all parties concerned . Moreover, the change process will stabilize

itself and will become frozen, enabling tho client comaunity to become
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self-sufficient and the change agent to engage in other worthwhile

activities .

.

	

SUMI.IARY

In explicating the stated topic, I have defined, cited reasons

for, given random illustrations, and posed several frameworks which

might be utilized to bring about change in American education . It is

logical to assert that each practitioner envisions his own pattern

which he might use to bring about legislated or managed change .

However, it must be noted that one has to have a crystal-clear

knowledge of the functions of both the change agent and the client

system it serves . Moreover, one must be aware of the stages that

make up the spectrum of planned change . He must also be able to

recognize a need for change, as well as possess the leadership that

can spur the legislation of such a process .

Before one can offer either a proposition of fact or policy

concerning managed change, he must study the whole gamut of educational

and managerial policies, pilot studies, case studies, salient points,

successes and failures that relate to such an undertaking . He must

not want to be a pioneer just for the sake of being an innovator ;

he must be mindful that such action should bring about an educational

posture that will be unique and applicable in a given context . One

who has hopes of legislating change must read and synthesize the

findings of the noted practitioners in this new field . After serious

inquiry and cogitation, he must then draw definitive analogies and

inject his own point of view in a positive and documented manner .

Qualitatively and quantitatively, one must think of the process

of legislating change as a science of the first order, which has

immeasurable relevance in this advanced age of cybernetics . In
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considering quality, the practitioner must be mindful that he should

make a presentation that has empirical and long-range results . On

the other hand, quantity refers to the wide range of forces that

would be reached as a result of legislated change .

I think the following excerpt from Edward Joseph Shoben, Jr .'s

"Education in Megalopolis" fittingly gives an encompassing view of

the legislating of change ;

. . . if education is to prepe re children for responsible
adulthood in a evorld of change, for a tomorrow that
has less and less in cc-,=on with yesterday---in short,
for the megalopolis---then it cannot simply transmit
to a new generation the traditional culture . It is by
no means true that the traditional culture has entirely
lost its viability and worth . But it is profoundly true
that the conditions have radically altered that once
made the passing on of our cultural heritage the funda-
ment of effective schooling .
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